
Seize Control 
Of Your Company
Spend
Achieve greater bottom-line value



Delivering greater
savings - direct to
your bottom line



Born to unlock
savings
opportunities

PROACTIS was founded in 2002 as a result of
a simple observation: organisations are
missing out on a substantial savings
opportunity. Over the years, many have
focused on improving their revenue generation
processes, whilst others have aimed at
eliminating duplication, shortening workflows
and introducing best practice to reduce costs.
All good. Yet corporate performance has still
failed to meet expectations when these
organisations should have been enjoying
outstanding success. Why? We identified that
their underlying costs relating to the day-to-day
purchasing of goods and services staff need
were eating away at their bottom line. 

Organisations were missing out on visibility and
controls, process efficiencies, cashable
economies of scale, and ways to eliminate
waste and errors. Significant savings remained
untapped. And this needed changing. 

Delivering a vision
for end-to-end
Spend Control

This led PROACTIS to create a vision for Spend
Control. Put simply, we help organisations to
bring their corporate spend under control,
one business transformation after another. 

We provide a complete end-to-end solution
that: First, puts you in full control, so you can
establish a solid financial foundation. Next, you
get full visibility of organisation-wide Spend
Control processes, creating transparency that
drives accountability. Then you get the tools
and expertise to exploit new opportunities and
achieve measurable savings. Achieving all of
this rapidly might seem impossible, but we
found a way.

Going beyond tech
- to make the
difference for you

Transforming corporate performance is
about more than clever new software and
smart people. It goes far deeper. You don't
simply take established processes then
automate them, with all their flaws. You
transform, automate and manage those
processes, to make them highly streamlined,
optimised and responsive. 

At PROACTIS, we hit on a way to do this by
exploiting a unique combination of highly-
configurable software that provides a
compelling user experience that's fully
integrated to your corporate financial systems.
We provide leading expertise too, so you can
inject best practice and take your business
performance to new heights - then keep it
there. 



Would you like to reduce costs, improve
efficiency and minimise supplier risk to fuel
bottom-line growth?
Chances are, we'll all raise our hands and say 'Yes'. Sustained cost
management is essential to business success. But raise your hand if 
you find it easy to manage all corporate spend complexity – for a

high number of employees, across numerous sites, with a broad range 
of spend categories, and a highly diverse range of suppliers, involving
thousands of interactions and transactions. How about obtaining 
visibility of spend across diverse business units, processes and 
back-office systems? No hands up? That's no surprise. As it turns out,
most other people have the same experience. So what's standing in 
the way?

What’s on Your Agenda?

“The decisive factor in the choice of PROACTIS, apart from a
comprehensive track record, was the approach of the team. They share
our vision and we attach great importance to the relationship with
PROACTIS. They offer much more than a typical software product. It is a
combination of innovative software solutions and well-structured services
delivered by experienced professionals.”

M Sivers, Ministry of Finance, Central Government Agency



A Simple,
Startling
Observation
We identified a fundamental problem at the heart of many
organisations. Most financial and procurement executives want to
achieve more. But they're being held back by systems, processes and
increasing complexities. 

Spend data is locked away across multiple IT silos. It's captured in
inconsistent ways - errors and duplications limit visibility into spending
patterns. Offline and unorganised purchasing leads to missed
opportunities to negotiate contracts, as well as 'maverick spending'
that creates exposure to greater costs and risks. Sourcing is often
reactive and based on price-only metrics. Procurement processes are
highly manual and non-repeatable. 

Meanwhile, Accounts Payable is busy firefighting an endless stream of
impending invoices, without knowing the owner – or if the goods and
services were received at all. 

Sometimes, the whole process is 'Spent
Control' not 'Spend Control'. In fact, it's not
even 'control' at all. But that can change.



The
Spend 
Control 
Movement 
Starts Here Fuelled by strong coffee, our team began a Spend Control

movement that is removing all barriers to exceptional
performance. We've harnessed the latest cloud computing
innovations to enable new levels of collaboration between
Procurement, Finance and suppliers of every shape and size.

Information silos, process inefficiencies, manual errors, and
fraud vulnerabilities are removed. Ground-breaking Spend
Control has arrived, energising sourcing, supplier engagement,
contract management, and the entire purchase-to-pay and
invoicing process. 

Now you can manage critical day-to-
day processes in a streamlined and
automated way, using thoughtfully-
designed tools.

Routine transactions are made with easy-to-use systems that
enforce compliance. Invoices are captured and processed
'hands free'. New levels of interaction with suppliers are
possible, with built-in risk evaluation and assessment, at no
extra effort. Profit potential is unlocked from your supply base.



The PROACTIS Difference
PROACTIS isn't simply about doing things better - although that's true.
We're downright obsessed with delivering greater bottom-line value for
your organisation. It's something we eat, sleep and breathe. For our
developers, it’s more than coding – it’s about picking the latest
technologies to establish new, better processes that significantly improve
bottom-line results. 

With our consultants, it’s more than giving advice – it’s about
demonstrating swift and sustained ROI. For our support team, it's more
than fixing things – it’s all about helping you achieve a high level of Spend
Control performance, year on year. 

With PROACTIS, you've got a partner that truly
understands and focuses on what's most
important to you.



Our 
‘You-Centred’ 
Approach

Your journey with PROACTIS will be unique.
We work with many different types of
customers, from global Fortune 100
companies, central government agencies,
and national associations, through to mid-
sized companies in just about every industry,
local government authorities and charities
supporting every cause. 

Our solutions have been built from years of
experience working with hundreds of

organisations around the world addressing
their unique corporate goals and priorities.
You benefit from this experience. 

For example, you may want 'quick wins' from
tackling maverick spend and improving cost-
pipeline visibility.  Alternatively, you may want
to go further by establishing organisation-
wide process efficiencies and consistencies,
ensuring corporate governance and
compliance, or taking your sourcing and

supplier management processes to new
heights. 

With the PROACTIS Spend Control platform,
you can tackle each of these - and more - in
virtually any order. We can inject capacity and
domain knowledge into your programmes -
or manage the delivery of outcomes for you.
Used to its fullest advantage, our platform
empowers your employees and enhances
your bottom-line performance dramatically.  



If it's On Your 
Radar, Then it's On Ours
If you're a Chief Finance Officer or Procurement Director, then be assured
- we speak your language. What's more, we understand the challenges
you face: the day-to-day pressures and those hard-to-solve issues that
hold you back. With PROACTIS, you can address them all. 

When you're ready, we're ready
With PROACTIS, you can work methodically toward a broad end-to-end vision of Spend Control or
start small and expand the vision as you go. We’ve seen both approaches work very well over time.
Just let us know what works best for you.

Chief Finance Officers...

Let's maximise control,
visibility and efficiency
We know you want to impose vital controls over spending; delivering
instant cost-base visibility and removing typically inefficient processes
to bring savings from process efficiencies and economies of scale.
With PROACTIS, it's possible to achieve all of this - and create a
leaner organisation based on best practice and process
transformation. You can create transparency, drive accountability and
compliance; preventing errors and fraud. With our help, you're finally
able to take control and establish a solid financial foundation.  

Procurement Directors...

Let's achieve your capacity,
talent and process goals
With PROACTIS, you can get the best possible value from everything
you buy, while ensuring the smooth flow of goods and services with
maximum efficiency. All the key spend information is at your fingertips.
You can also improve how suppliers are selected, how contracts are
managed, how suppliers are performing, and how the right information is
made available to the organisation - achieving the best outcome from
every procurement opportunity.



SPEND VISIBILITY & ANALYSIS

SUPPLIER INTERACTION SUPPLIER COMMERCE

Advisory
Services

Managed
Services

Transition
Services

SYSTEMS INTEGRATION

SUPPLIER NETWORK

PURCHASE-TO-PAYSOURCE-TO-CONTRACT

Sourcing Purchasing PayablesSupplier 
Management

Contract 
Management

Content
Management

EXPERT SERVICES

The PROACTIS Spend Control and eProcurement Platform is highly integrated, streamlined and automated... end-to-end. Our modular family of cloud-
based solutions and expert services are all designed to help you reduce costs, improve efficiencies and mitigate risk.

PROACTIS
Spend Control Platform



Solution-Wide Capabilities
Why do our solutions succeed so powerfully? It's because we apply attention to detail
across our solution - getting everything right for you, your users and suppliers. 

Intuitive, easy-to-use solutions enable you to drive
broad adoption for everyone

Our intuitive, easy-to-use design enables a cultural shift that empowers
your employees to execute routine daily purchases on a self-service
basis within established organisational controls. Your departmental
managers, purchasing professionals, and even suppliers, will all find
PROACTIS to be highly productive and easy to learn.

Fully internationalised to support global business

Our solutions are designed to be used in any and many business
cultures, providing a user interface in any language and any currency,
managing multiple tax regimes and supporting multiple payment/banking
methodologies.

Built-in controls to help you achieve corporate
compliance

Users throughout your organisation must be empowered to perform
appropriate steps of the purchasing cycle. But without built-in controls
enforced automatically, it is impractical to expect everyone to understand
and comply with all policies and procedures. Our comprehensive built-in
controls make it practical to ensure organisation-wide compliance with all
sourcing, budgetary and approval policies.

Fully electronic processes to eliminate paper-based
inefficiencies

Manual purchasing processes that rely on paper documents for
requisitions, purchase orders, invoices, catalogues and supplier
questionnaires hold you back. They are inherently cumbersome, slow,
prone to errors, and unable to provide management visibility. As a fully
electronic system, PROACTIS eliminates paper shuffling and lost records.
We speed up the process significantly and automatically. You can
maintain a complete record of activity for immediate visibility of current
status, complete reporting and analysis, and easy auditing.

Easy access to information for management
decision-making

As a fully electronic eProcurement system, PROACTIS maintains
extensive information about past, present, and future purchases.
Personalised dashboards, flexible reporting tools, and powerful drill-
down capabilities give managers easy access to this information for
analysis and decision-making purposes.

Seamless integration with your systems for
streamlined processes

True Spend Control demands that any eProcurement system must
integrate seamlessly with your financial information - including
procurement processes that may be outside its scope or already in
place. With PROACTIS, it's possible. Our platform is built with clear
integration points that utilise industry standards and tools to make
integration into your system environment easy to implement 
and manage.



We’ve Raised 
the Bar for Quality 
& Standards
We're passionate about achieving the highest standards across every
area of our business. Our dedication has led to awards, certificates and
other badges of honour. 

With PROACTIS, you're always at the leading edge of Spend Control

innovation. 

We work very closely with our customers 
as we pioneer solutions and define what 
best-in-class looks like.
When it comes to process improvement, information security and risk
management, we've got the right ISO standards, and a range of others
including IGSoC Accreditation... for the connection to the UK NHS N3
Network, and more.

With technology, we're a Microsoft Gold Partner and we use world-
leading IT managed services partners to ensure service reliability, upkeep
and business continuity.

We've been awarded Investors in People, ensuring our employees are
fully equipped to support best practice in all of our Managed Service
operations. We're committed to a greener future too.

Quality &
Standards



Keep Up the
Momentum,
Maximise 
Your ROI
IT initiatives sometimes lose sight of their original goals. But that's never the case
with PROACTIS. We realise you need a return on investment as soon as possible.
And we help you achieve that, year on year. With our help, you can:

• Realise the savings, process improvements, risk reduction and
strategic benefits identified in your organisation's Spend Control 
business case 

• Speed time-to-benefit and maximise your ultimate ROI

• Establish a framework for continuous improvement supported by a
practical set of key performance indicators

Our ultimate goal is to help every customer achieve a high level of Spend Control
performance that delivers maximum bottom-line value. We never lose sight of that
objective. Regardless of the scope, we are prepared to work closely with you to
achieve the results you are after at a pace that best suits your needs.

 



Join the 
Spend Control
Movement 

Millions of people in hundreds of organisations around the
world use PROACTIS Spend Control solutions every day to
achieve greater bottom-line performance.



Connect With
Us Today 
If you want to benefit too - then contact our friendly team today. We'd
love to hear from you and explore how PROACTIS solutions can deliver
dramatic benefits very quickly.

Call 01937 545070
Email info@proactis.com
Visit proactis.com
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Delivering greater bottom-line value


